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The Soteriological Purpose of Nagarjuna's
Philosophy: A Study of Chapter
Twenty-three of the Mula-madhyamakakdrikds*

by William L. Ames

Nagarjuna's Mula-madhyamaka-kdrikds (MMK) is the fundamental text of the Madhyamaka 2 school of Buddhist philosophy.
It is largely devoted to a critical analysis of various conceptual
categories, such as cause and effect, motion and rest, agent and
action, etc. Particular attention is paid to the categories into
which Buddhist Abhidharma analyzed the world. The
Madhyamaka analysis is said to show the emptiness (sunyatd) of
all phenomena (all dharmas).
Some readers, both ancient and modern, have taken Nagarjuna's position to be one of extreme skepticism, if not nihilism.
Some have also charged that his arguments are little more than
sophistry. Others have had a more positive evaluation of
Madhyamaka, but they have put forward varying interpretations
of Nagarjuna's aim and methods. 5
An examination of all these views is beyond the scope of
this article; and in any case, the matter has been much discussed
by a number of scholars. To be brief, let me just say that I agree
with those who see the notion of intrinsic nature {svabhdva) as
a key to understanding Madhyamaka. Intrinsic nature is defined
in MMK 15:2cd as being noncontingent and not dependent on
anything other than itself.4 Thus according to Nagarjuna, it is
necessarily unchanging and permanent. 5 T h e main target of
the Madhyamikas' criticism is the belief that our conceptual
categories refer to entities (bhdva) which exist by virtue of having
an intrinsic nature. Such entities would be inconsistent with the
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facts of impermanence (anityatd) and dependent origination
(pratitya-samutpdda), which are basic to the Buddhist world-view.
Hence, according to the Madhyamikas, all phenomena are
empty in the sense of being empty of intrinsic nature. Nagarjuna
compares the way in which things do exist to the mode of existence of mirages and magical illusions. (See MMK 17:31-33,
for example.) Like such illusions, things appear in dependence
on causes and conditions; but they are not appearances 0/intrinsically existent entities.
The question I would like to address is the following: How
does the philosophical analysis which I have just described relate
to the soteriological goals of Buddhism? That Nagarjuna is concerned with these goals is stated quite explicitly in such works
as the Ratndvali,6 but it is also clearly implied at several places
in the MMK. For example, MMK 18:5 says,
Because of the cessation of action (karrnari) and afflictions {klesa),
there is liberation. Action and afflictions are due to conceptual construction (vikalpa).
Those [conceptual constructions come] from linguistic proliferation (prapanca)-, but linguistic proliferation ceases in emptiness.7
Madhyamaka is thus conceived of as a means, with liberation
as its ultimate end. But the question remains, how does
philosophical argumentation lead to spiritual goals? To attempt
to answer this question, 1 will examine chapter twenty-three of
the MMK, where the connection between philosophy and
soteriology is particularly close to the surface. (In this chapter,
Nagarjuna frequently alludes to arguments made earlier in the
MMK without repeating them in detail; but I think that the
general thrust of the chapter will be clear even to readers unfamiliar with the MMK.) I have consulted the commentaries,
primarily the Prajndpradipa and the Prasannapadd; but my discussion will be based insofar as possible on the MMK itself.
Chapter twenty-three of the MMK takes u p a theme introduced earlier. In MMK 17:26b, Nagarjuna stated that "those
afflictions [do] not [exist] in reality (tattvatak)."* (The afflictions
(klda) are desire (rdga), hatred (dvesa), and confusion (moha).)
In the first two verses of chapter twenty-three, he explains why
the afflictions are not real:
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It has been said that desire, hatred, and confusion arise
from conceptual construction {sarjikalpa).
They indeed occur in dependence on the errors of [apprehending things as] pleasant or unpleasant.
Those which occur in dependence on the errors of [apprehending things as] pleasant or unpleasant
Do not exist because of intrinsic nature. Therefore the
afflictions [do] not [exist] in reality.

Here the phrase which I have translated as "the errors of
[apprehending things as] pleasant or unpleasant" is the compound subha (pleasant) plus aiubha (unpleasant) plus viparyasa
(error) with a masculine plural ending. Candrakirti takes it to
be a triple dvandva, "the pleasant, the unpleasant, and error;"
but the Tibetan translations of the commentaries of
Bhavaviveka, Buddhapalita, and the author of the Akutobhaya
understand it to be a tatpuru$a, as I have translated it here. I
have also added the phrase "apprehending things as" for the
sake of clarity.
Thus the afflictions are not ultimately real because they do
not exist by virtue of some intrinsic nature of their own. They
exist in dependence on the conceptually constructed errors of
taking things to be pleasant or unpleasant.
Additional reasons are given in the next three verses. In
MMK 23:3-4, it is argued that afflictions must belong to someone; but since neither the existence nor the nonexistence of the
self can be established, the afflictions also cannot be established.
T h e fifth verse looks at the relation between the afflictions and
the afflicted mind. Alluding to similar analyses earlier in the
MMK,9 it notes that the afflictions and the one who is afflicted
cannot be shown to be the same or different. Therefore, by
implication, neither of them possesses an intrinsic nature.
If one supposes that the afflictions derive some sort of ultimate reality from their dependence on error, Nagarjuna replies
in verse six,
<6>

The errors of [apprehending things as] pleasant or unpleasant do not exist by intrinsic nature.
What are the afflictions [which occur] in dependence on
the errors of [apprehending things as] pleasant or unpleasant?
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The remainder of chapter twenty-three is largely devoted
to explaining why error does not exist by intrinsic nature. As
we saw in verse one, error (viparydsa or viparyaya) is closely
related to conceptual construction (saijikalpa). Verse seven tells
us that the objects of the six senses are conceptually constructed
(vikalpyate) as the objects of desire, hatred, and confusion. Nagarjuna has already shown—particularly in chapter three of the
MMK—that the six sense objects have no intrinsic nature. Thus
23:8ab says,
<8ab>

Forms, sounds, tastes, and tangibles, smells and dharmas, are isolated (kevala).U)

T h e commentaries gloss "isolated" as "without intrinsic nature."
The verse continues,
<8cd>

They are like a city of the gandharvas; they are similar
to a mirage or a dream.

Since the objects of the afflictions are not ultimately real,
neither are the afflictions; and the same can be said of errors,
which also refer to the sense objects. Therefore in verse nine
Nagarjuna asks,
<9>

How will either the pleasant or the unpleasant occur
In those [objects], which are like a person [created by] magical illusion and similar to a reflection?

In other words, objects are perceived by the senses; and
this includes the perception of dharmas by the mind. Error or
conceptual construction takes these objects to be either pleasant
or unpleasant, giving rise to desire, hatred, and so on. But since
the objects themselves have no intrinsic nature, neither do the
errors and afflictions, which are based on those objects.
Moreover, the pleasant and the unpleasant exist only in
relation to each other. Neither is established by its own intrinsic
nature, since that would imply that they could exist separately.
Thus in verses ten and eleven, Nagarjuna says,
<10>

The pleasant, in dependence on which we could designate the unpleasant as unpleasant,
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Does not exist without relation (anapek$ya) [to the unpleasant]. Therefore the pleasant is not possible.
< 11 > The unpleasant, in dependence on which we could designate the pleasant as pleasant,
Does not exist without relation [to the pleasant]. Therefore the unpleasant is not possible."
That is to say, neither the pleasant nor the unpleasant can
be established unless the other is first established. If one argues
that they come into being simultaneously in mutual dependence,
this, for Nagarjuna, shows that neither has any intrinsic nature.
(See related arguments in chapters six and eleven of the MMK.)
Thus in verse twelve, Nagarjuna asks,
<12>

If the pleasant does not exist, how will desire arise?
If the unpleasant does not exist, how will hatred arise?

In these last three verses, as is often the case in the MMK,
some qualification such as "by intrinsic nature" or "in ultimate
reality" (paramarthatab) must be supplied from the context of
the work as a whole. One can scarcely deny that on the conventional level, things are perceived as pleasant or unpleasant and
that attachment and aversion do arise.
There is, however, another way to look at such statements.
I argued previously that Nagarjuna wants to make an ontological
point about the way in which phenomena exist or do not exist.
We can now begin to see that he is also showing the reader a
new way of looking at the world. From this new perspective,
errors and afflictions do not arise; or if they do arise, they do
not bind one.
Nagarjuna's interest in leading the reader to a new kind of
experience may also account for the fact that chapter twentythree, like the MMK generally, is not tightly structured. Often,
more than one argument is adduced to prove the same point;
and that point may be repeated in different words. As
philosophical argumentation, this is redundant; but such repetition can be very useful for purposes of reflection and meditation.
Nagarjuna has so far examined error in terms of the pleasant
and the unpleasant. Now he turns to a traditional set of four
errors described in Anguttara-nikdya II 52. They are: (1) to hold

12
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that the impermanent (anitya) is permanent (nitya)\ (2) to hold
that suffering (dufykha) is happiness {sukha)\ (3) to hold that the
impure (asuci) is pure (suci); and (4) to hold that what is not a
self (andtman) is a self (dtman). In MMK. 23:13-14, Nagarjuna
discusses the first error, namely, to mistake the impermanent
for the permanent.
<13>

<14>

"The impermanent is permanent": If to hold thus is an
error,
[Then] because permanence does not exist in what is
empty, why is it not an error to hold [that the empty
is permanent]?
"The impermanent is impermanent": If to hold thus is
not an error,
[Then] because impermanence does not exist in what is
empty, why is it not an error to hold [that the empty
is impermanent]?12

In other words, what is empty of intrinsic nature cannot be
said to be either permanent or impermanent. Presumably, this
is so because there is no independent, self-existent entity of
which either permanence or impermanence could be predicated.
Suppose that one admits that no ultimately real entity exists
which could be either permanent or impermanent. One might
still argue that the act of mistaking or holding things to be either
permanent or impermanent does exist. If the act of holding
exists, then the one who holds, the cognition by which one holds,
and the object which is held to be such-and-such must all exist.
Nagarjuna replies in verse fifteen:
<15>

That by which one holds, the holding, the holder, and
what is being held,
Are all extinguished (upaidnta). Therefore holding does
not exist.

Here "holding" is grdha; "that by which one holds" is yena
grhndti; the "holder" is grahitr; and "what is being held" is yad
grhyate. Gramatically, "holding" is the bhdva or verbal action;
"that by which one holds" is the harar^a or instrument; the
"holder" is the kartx or agent; and "what is being held" is the
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karman or direct object. This sort of argument occurs at a number
of places in the MMK, notably in chapter two and chapter eight.
The point is that all these elements that go to make up an action
are interdependent, and that therefore none of them exists by
intrinsic nature. 13
Continuing the same line of thought in verse sixteen, Nagarj u n a asks,
<16>

If holding either falsely or correctly does not exist,
For whom would there be error? For whom would there
be nonerror?

Thus there are no grounds for attachment either to the idea
that one is in error or to the idea that one is not in error.
Verses seventeen and eighteen also argue that no one who
is in error, whether conceived of as a self or a mind, exists by
intrinsic nature. They do so by using a pattern of reasoning
first used in chapter two of the MMK and referred to repeatedly
in subsequent chapters.
< 17>

For one who is [already] in error, errors are not possible.
For one who is not [yet] in error, errors are not possible.
< 18> For one who is [in the process of} coming to be in error,
errors are not possible.
Consider for yourself: For whom are errors possible?
Here the focus is on the moment at which someone enters
the state of being in error. If at that moment, one is already in
error {viparita), then coming to be in error again is redundant.
(Here it is assumed that the error in question is the same in
both cases.) If one is not yet in error (aviparita), then by definition
one is free from error; and it would be contradictory to say that
one is free from error and comes to be in error at the same
moment. As for one who is in the process of coming to be in
error (viparyasyamdna), it is argued that there is no such third
category, different both from one who is in error and one who
is not in error. If what is meant is that one is partly in error
and partly not in error, then the previous arguments apply to
each part separately. Thus by this argument also, there is no
self-existent entity which could be called "one who is in error."
Verse nineteen presents yet another argument on the same
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point. Alluding to the examination of origination in the first
chapter of the MMK, it says,
<19>

If errors are unoriginated, how will they exist?
If errors are unoriginated, how will one who has fallen
into error exist?

Here, of course, "unoriginated" (anutpanna) means "not originated by intrinsic nature."
Following verse nineteen, the Prasannapadd adds a verse
which is not found in the earlier Tibetan translations. I will also
omit it here. Thus in what follows, verses 20 through 24 correspond to verses 21 through 25 of the Prasannapadd's chapter
twenty-three.
In verses ten and eleven, Nagarjuna argued that since the
pleasant and the unpleasant are established only in relation to
each other, neither exists by intrinsic nature. Now, in verses
twenty and twenty-one, he makes a similar argument concerning
the four errors which were mentioned previously.
<20>

If self and purity and permanence and happiness exist,
[Then] self, purity, permanence, and happiness are not
errors.
<21 > If self and purity and permanence and happiness do not
exist,
[Then] nonself, impurity, impermanence, and suffering
do not exist.
In other words, if conditioned things are permanent, then
the notion of permanence is not an error. On the other hand,
if there is nothing which is permanent, then the concept of
permanence could not arise; and there would be nothing in
relation to which impermanence could be conceived. Since the
concepts of permanence and impermanence are relational, it is
not possible to say that one is purely erroneous while the other
is purely correct.
T h e relative character of permanence and impermanence
also undermines the notion that there are entities which are
permanent or impermanent by intrinsic nature. Intrinsic nature
is, by definition, independent and "self-contained;" but permanence and impermanence imply each other. If we say that some-
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thing is permanent, it can be so only in relation to something
else which is impermanent; but intrinsic nature cannot be relational. These same arguments also apply to the other three pairs
of alleged errors and nonerrors.
In the last three verses of chapter twenty-three, Nagarjuna
discusses the soteriological side of Madhyamaka more explicitly.
Suppose that someone has pondered what has been said so far
and has come to some deep understanding of it, deep enough
that categories like pleasant and unpleasant are experienced as
conceptual imputations rather than as objective facts about the
world. Or, in more traditional terms, suppose that srutamayi
prajnd has been developed into cintamayi prajnd and that in turn
into bhdvandmayi prajnd.14 What is the result for the person who
has done so? In verse twenty-two, Nagarjuna says,
<22>

Thus ignorance (avidyd) ceases because of the cessation
of error.
When ignorance has ceased, karmic conditionings
(sarfiskdrdh) and so on cease.

While one would usually say that ignorance is a cause of
error rather than vice versa,** Nagarjuna may mean that ignorance is a necessary and sufficient cause of error, so that the
cessation of one necessarily entails the cessation of the other.
As we have seen, ignorance and error lead to desire, hatred,
and confusion; and these afflictions, in turn, lead to actions
performed under their influence. In this context, saqiskdrdh,
which I have translated as "karmic conditionings," are equivalent
to karman, "action." T h e context, of course, is the twelvefold
dependent origination, of which avidyd and santskdrdfr are the
first two members. In verse twenty-two, "and so on" evidently
refers to the remaining ten members, ending with birth (jdti)
and old-age-and-death (jard-marana).
T h e idea that the cessation of ignorance leads to the cessation of suffering and rebirth is quite traditional in Buddhism.
For Nagarjuna, however, this "cessation" is not the ceasing to
exist of some real entity called "ignorance" or "error." Instead,
it is the realization that all things, including even error and
ignorance, lack intrinsic nature and do not exist as self-sufficient
entities.

16
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Indeed, according to Nagarjuna, if ignorance and afflictions
existed by intrinsic nature, liberation would be impossible. Thus
verse twenty-three asks,
<23>

If any afflictions of anyone were existent by intrinsic
nature,
How could they be abandoned? Who will abandon the
existent?

Conversely, verse twenty-four inquires,
<24>

If any afflictions of anyone were nonexistent by intrinsic
nature,
How could they be abandoned? Who will abandon the
nonexistent?

Nagarjuna states in chapter fifteen of the MMK that intrinsic nature is necessarily unchanging. m Presumably, this is so
because the independence and self-sufficiency of intrinsic nature
would make it impervious to other influences. Thus if one had
afflictions by intrinsic nature, this condition would continue
indefinitely.
On the other hand, if the afflictions were nonexistent by
intrinsic nature {abhutabsvabhavena), the question of abandoning
them would not arise. Here abhutab svabhavena apparently refers
to a kind of absolute nonexistence in which things would be
intrinsically unable even to appear. Nagarjuna has said that the
mode of existence of phenomena is similar to that of mirages
or dreams. It is not the case that they exist by intrinsic nature,
but they are perceived and experienced.
To sum up, according to Nagarjuna, liberation does not
come about through escaping or suppressing ignorance and
error, but through a profound comprehension of their true
nature, which is their lack of intrinsic nature. As Nagarjuna put
it in another work, the Yukti$a$tika,
The thorough comprehension of samsaric existence (bhava) itself
is called nirvana.17
Thus a Madhyamika can say that ignorance and error cease,
in the sense that one comes to understand something which one
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did not understand before. But if one means that a real entity
called "ignorance" is destroyed and another real entity called
"enlightenment" or "liberation" is produced, this very idea becomes an obstacle to liberation. Before one is liberated, things
lack intrinsic nature; and they are equally lacking in intrinsic
nature after one is liberated.
Chapter twenty-three of the MMK shows how Nagarjuna
carries on philosophical analysis with a soteriological end in
view. The soteriological goal is paramount, but philosophy can
function as an important part of the soteriological process.
Philosophy opens the door to an understanding of things as
they really are. Other factors of the path come into play, as
Nagarjuna discusses in the Ratndvali and elsewhere; but it is
the thorough realization of this understanding which constitutes
liberation.

NOTES
1. An earlier version of this paper was read at the Eighth Conference
of the International Association of Buddhist Studies, Berkeley, Calif., Aug.
8-10, 1987.
2. As a general rule, the name of the school and its philosophy is
"Madhyamaka;" a follower of the school is a "Madhyamika." See David Seyfort
Ruegg, The Literature of the Madhyamka School in India, vol. VII, Fasc. 1 of A
History of Indian Literature, ed. Jan Gonda, Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz,
1981, p. 1 a n d n . 3.
3. See the discussion in Ruegg, op. cit., pp. 2 - 3 , with the references
cited in nn. 7-9, especially Frederick J. Streng, Emptiness: A Study in Religious
Meaning, Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 1967, pp. 243-5.
4. akrtrimah svabhdvo hi nirapeksah paratra ca.
5. See MMK 15:8cd, prakrter anyathabhdvo na hi jatupapadyate, where
prakfti is used as a synonym of svabhava.
6. See, e.g., the discussion in Christian Lindtner, Nagarjuniana: Studies
in the Writings and Philosophy of Nagarjuna, Indiske Studier 4, Copenhagen:
Akademisk Forlag, 1982, pp. 249-77. (See also Christian Lindtner, Master of
Wisdom, Berkeley, Calif.: Dharma Publishing, 1986, pp. 314-44. Master of
Wisdom is a revised version of Nagarjuniana.)
7. karmakUsaksayan moksah karmakleia vikalpatah] te prapancdt prapancas
tu s'unyatdydm nirudhyate\\
8. te ca kleia na tattvatah.
9. See especially MMK 2:18-21 and chapter six.
10. In 23:8ab, Nagarjuna almost quotes a passage from the early Buddhist canon: evam rupd rasa saddd gandhd phassd ca kevald i((d dhammd ani(fthd
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ca na ppavedhenti tadino (Anguttaranikdya III 379; see also Vinaya I 185,
Theragatha 643, and Kathdvatthu 90).
11. My translation of verses ten and eleven follows the wording of the
early Tibetan translations. T h e Akutobhayd, the Buddhapdlita-Mulamadhyamakavrtti, the Prajndpradipa, and the Prajndpradipa-tikd were all translated by
Jnanagarbha and Cog ro Klu'i rgyal mtshan in the early ninth century. In
some places, as here, their text of the verses of MMK is a little different from
that found in the Tibetan translation and the Sanskrit manuscripts of the
Prasannapadd, all of which are considerably later. See the appendix for the
reconstructed Sanskrit text.
12. In MMK 23:13-14, as in 23:10-11, the wording of the earlier Tibetan
translations is different from the text of the MMK in the Prasannapadd. Again,
I have translated the earlier version.
13. An argument closely related to that in MMK 23:15 is given in Vigrahavydvartanl 13-16, 66—67, where Nagarjuna mentions grdha, grdhya, and
grahilf.
14. See, e.g., Lindtner, Ndgdrjuniana, pp. 269, 274 {Master of Wisdom,
pp. 334—5, 339). The three types oiprajnd or "discernment" are derived from
sruti, "hearing," i.e., hearing and learning the content of texts or oral teachings;
cintd, "reflection" on what has been learned, including logical argument and
analysis; and bhdvand, "meditation" on what has thus been learned and
examined.
15. See, e.g., Abhidharmakosa 5:32cd,33 and 5:36cd, with the bhdsya.
16. See note 5.
17. parijndnam bhavasyaiva nirvdnam iti kathyate, Yuktisastikd 6cd. See
Lindtner, Ndgdrjuniana, pp. 104—5 (Master of Wisdom, pp. 74-5, 174).

APPENDIX
Sanskrit Text of MMK, Chapter Twenty-Three
The text of most of the verses follows the edition of Louis de la Valine
Poussin, Mulamadhyamakakdrikds de Nagarjuna avec la Prasannapadd, Commentate de Candrakirti, Bibliotheca Buddhica 4, St. Petersbourg: Academie Imperiale des Sciences, 1913, as emended by J.W. de Jong, "Textcritical Notes
on the Prasannapadd," lndo-Iranian Journal 20 (1978), pp. 217-52. The exceptions are 23:10,11,13,14, where the Sanskrit is reconstructed on the basis of
the earlier Tibetan translations. See Lindtner, Ndgdrjuniana, p. 26 n. 79 (Master
of Wisdom, pp. 352-3 n. 61) and Akira Saito, A Study of the BuddhapdlitaMulamadhyamaka-vrtti, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Australian National
University, 1984, p. xvi. T h e Prasannapadd's verse 23-20 is omitted in the
early translations and also here.
sarnkalpaprabhavo rago dveso moha£ ca kathyate[
$ubha£ubhaviparyasan sambhavanti pratitya hi||

1
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subhasubhaviparyasan sambhavanti pratitya ye|
te svabhavan na vidyante tasmat klesa na tattvatah||

2

atmano 'stitvanastitve na kathamcic ca sidhyatahj
tarp vinastitvanastitve klesanam sidhyatah katharp||

3

kasyacid dhi bhavantime klesah sa ca na sidhyati|
kakid aho vina karpcit santi kle$a na kasyacit||

4

svakayadrstivat klesah kliste santi na pancadhaj
svakayadrsfivat klistarp kleSesv api na pancadha||

5

svabhavato na vidyante Subhasubhaviparyayah|
pratitya kataman kleSafo subhasubhaviparyayan||

6

rupasabdarasasparsa gandha dharmas ca sadvidham|
vastu ragasya dosasya mohasya ca vikalpyate||

7

rupasabdarasasparsa gandha dharmas ca kevalahj
gandharvanagarakara maricisvapnasarpnibhah||

8

asubham va subharp vapi kutas tesu bhavisyati|
mayapurusakalpesu pratibimbasamesu ca||

9

anapeksya Subharp nasty asubham prajnapayemahi|
yat pratltyaSubharp tasmac chubham naivopapadyate||

10

anapeksyasubham nasti subharp prajnapayemahi|
yat pratitya subharp tasmad asubham naiva vidyate||

11

avidyamane ca subhe kuto rago bhavisyati|
aSubhe Vidyamane ca kuto dveso bhavisyati||

12

anitye nityam ity evam yadi graho viparyayahl
na nityarp vidyate iunye kuto graho 'viparyayah||

13

anitye 'nityam ity evarp yadi graho Viparyayah|
nanityam vidyate Sunye kuto graho Viparyayah||

14

yena grhnati yo graho grahita yac ca grhyate)
upaSantani sarvaoi tasmad graho na vidyate||

15

avidyamane grahe ca mithya va samyag eva vaj
bhaved viparyayah kasya bhavet kasyaviparyayah||

16

na capi viparitasya sambhavanti viparyayah|
na capy aviparitasya sambhavanti viparyayah||

17
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na viparyasyamanasya sarpbhavanti viparyayahj
vimr/sasva svayarp kasya sarpbhavanti viparyayabll

18

anutpannah katharp nama bhavisyanti viparyayahl
viparyayesv ajatesu viparyayagatab kutah||

19

atma ca Suci nityarp ca sukhaip ca yadi vidyate|
atma ca suci nityarp ca sukharp ca na viparyayah||

20

natma ca Suci nityarp ca sukharp ca yadi vidyate|
anatma 'iucy anityarp ca naiva dubkharp ca vidyate||

21

evarp nirudhyate 'vidya viparyayanirodhanat|
avidyayarp niruddhayarp sarpskaradyarp nirudhyate||

22

yadi bhutah svabhavena klesah kecid dhi kasyacit|
katharp nama prahiyeran kab svabhavarp prahasyati||

23

yady abhutah svabhavena klesah kecid dhi kasyacit|
katharp nama prahiyeran ko 'sadbhavarp prahasyati||

24

